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EAST MEETS WEST
Bicoastal parties left little room for recovery this week

William Wegman, Freddie.

Alexandra Chung, Liv Tyler.

Tom Wolfe, Naomi Watts.
Kylie Jenner.

PARTY OF
THE WEEK
GOD’S LOVE WE
DELIVER 2015
GOLDEN HEART
AWARDS
COCKTAIL
OF THE WEEK:
Shogun Michelada at
Kimoto Rooftop
In quart container combine:
8 oz. Kabosu (Japanese citrus)
6 tsp. Unagi sauce (similar to soy
sauce, but thicker and sweeter,
available in Asian markets)
3 tsp. wasabi
1 tsp. Sriracha
2 tsp. black pepper
1 tsp. dried seaweed
Top container with tomato juice.
Fill rimmed glass halfway with
mix listed above.
Top with Sapporo .
Garnish: salt and togarashi
(Japanese seasoning mix, 5:1
ratio) on rim; pickled shishito
pepper, cocktail onion, lime
Served in: Collins glass or skinny
beer glass

Gwyneth Paltrow, Nicole Richie, Kate Hudson.

Kate Hudson, Neil Patrick Harris, Anna
Wintour, Michael Kors.

Diane Kruger.

Bob Colacello, Mary Kate
Olsen.

A DUO OF 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS BEGAN IN LA LAST
week. The first, at Ysabel, West Hollywood was for Cosmopolitan’s 50th Anniversary on Monday, starring cover models The Kardashians. Kendall Jenner steered clear, but the
other cover stars and their den mother, Kris Jenner, sipped
Champagne while super-stylish Cosmo editor Joanna Coles
proposed the toast. After their departure, the partying was
left to Haley Osment, who made space for an impromptu
dance floor and Julianne Hough, who flaunted her engagement ring. Cody Simpson fled the party early in favor of the
Chateau Marmont’s courtyard bar, where photographers are
strictly forbidden.
On Tuesday night, La Mer beauty products celebrated its
50th anniversary too, with fans Gwyneth Paltrow and Kate
Hudson. Ms. Paltrow chatted with pal Nicole Richie, while
Ms. Hudson held an audience with Delfina Blaquier and polo
stud husband Nacho Figueras. Chrissy Teigen arrived later
to much celebration thanks to her new baby announcement
hours before her appearance. Donald Robertson held court
with Estée Lauder exec John Demsey and a group of fan girls
before jetting off to Beverly Hills canteen Mr. Chow to dine
with Mad Men costume designer Janie Bryant and Scandal
star Tony Goldwyn.
Back in New York on Wednesday night, Max Mara hosted
the New York reveal of its “Dogs in Coats” store exhibition.
The campaign of photos snapped by William Wegman star
the photographer’s three Weimaraners, Chip, Penny and
Candy, sporting Max Mara’s signature 101801 camel coat.
Later on, Bvlgari hosted a “Roman bacchanal” to celebrate the opening of “Bvlgari & Rome: Eternal Inspiration”
at the brand’s Fifth Avenue flagship. The grande dames of
the evening, Liv Tyler and Alexa Chung, were appropriately
dipped in Bvlgari jewels and accompanied by requisite security guards. The party was followed by a dinner at the James
B. Duke House. The intimate crowd of just 50 guests arrived
to find Ms. Tyler and Ms. Chung in the throes of an iPhone
photo shoot with Ms. Tyler in the role of photographer as Ms.
Chung posed on a salmon-colored chaise lounge.
Sotheby’s played host to the New York Academy of Art’s
annual Take Home a Nude auction on Thursday night.
Novelist Tom Wolfe and art critic Jerry Saltz were both honored for their longstanding love of the academy. Most of the
evening’s guests opted for white ensembles in homage to
Mr. Wolfe’s signature white suits, including Naomi Watts,
Brooke Shields and Leandra Medine. Mary-Kate Olsen wore
her usual black.
God’s Love We Deliver’s annual Golden Heart Awards
took place on Thursday night. Kate Hudson, Diane Kruger,
Emily Blunt and even Superwoman Lynda Carter were all
present, but the night’s biggest star was a new piece of real
estate: the 48,500-square-foot Michael Kors Building in Soho,
which opened its doors last June. “The new building donated
by Michael Kors is finalized, and up and running,” Bette
Midler said. The designer has supported the cause, which
provides meals for New Yorkers suffering severe illness, for
more than 30 years. “Michael wants everyone to have a meal,”
the songstress added, poking fun at the too-skinny fashion
folk. “So much so, that he stopped slapping sandwiches out of
people’s hands. I heard he even offered Anna Wintour a oneand-a-half calorie Tic Tac.” Ms. Wintour tittered half-heartedly. Ms. Midler went on to honor the current chairman of the
board of trustees at God’s Love We Deliver, Michael Sennott,
before turning the stage over to her longtime friend, Mr. Kors,
to bestow his namesake award. Neil Patrick Harris was the
recipient, thanks to his continued donations and long volunteer hours at the God’s Love We Deliver kitchen. n
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It seems like it’s always a big night in New York for players on the art scene, so Thursday wasn’t an outlier.
But this week’s parties felt bigger than normal.
The New York Academy of Art hosted its annual Take Home a Nude Gala at Sotheby’s where 150 naked or
naked-inspired pieces, including work by Will Cotton, Arthur Elgort, Patrick Demarchelier, Yoko Ono and
Kiki Smith went up for auction.
The evening’s honorees were art critic Jerry Saltz and writer Tom Wolfe and the more than 700 guests—
including Luke and Xela Janklow, Dan Colen, Nell Diamond, Padma Lakshmi, Mary-Kate Olsen and Olivier
Sarkozy, Topper Mortimer, Sean and Rachelle Hruska MacPherson, Jason Weinberg and Merritt Johnson,
Edward Tyler Nahem, Reinaldo Leandro, Simone and David Levinson, Damian and Zoya Loeb, Eileen
Guggenheim, Rachel Hovnanian and Naomi Watts—were asked to wear white in honor of Mr. Wolfe’s
trademark white suits.
Did they oblige? Ish.
Walls, decorated in an ode to Messrs. Wolfe and Saltz, also held sculptures reading the word “nude,” while
scantily clad models, if humorously so in fig leaves and such, stood around during dinner on the 10th floor.
The evening raised $900,000.
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On Wednesday night, Sotheby’s held the annual
Take Home a Nude silent auction and party,
benefitting the New York Academy of Art and
honoring critic Jerry Saltz and author Tom Wolfe.
The theme, “celebrating Instagram,” drew a host of
socially savvy style stars such as Leandra Medine,
Pari Ehsan, Chelsea Leyland, and newly engaged
Hannah Bronfman, who was dressed in a white
Hugo Boss frock and had just come from deejaying
a Boss event. The main attraction of the night
was the unveiling of the artist Ryan McGinness’s,
InstagrAM, “I posted a different black and white
graphic on my Instagram account every single day
for three years, put the images together, and created
a self-portrait,” McGinness explained of the piece.
Also up for grabs were works by Eric Fischl, Kiki
Smith, Yoko Ono, Will Cotton, Enoc Perez, as well
as by NYAA students. NYAA President David Kratz
caught up with Dustin Yellin, while Naomi Watts
surveyed the show with Wolfe, who has been on
the Academy’s board since its inception. “This is
a pretty radical exhibition,” said Wolfe. “We are
seeing the product of this art movement, what I like to call the ‘no-hands’ movement, now more than
ever and I’m fascinated by it. From Richard Serra, to Jeff Koons, artists aren’t touching their work
anymore. I still find it radical, and you can see it in the students work tonight.”
Despite the vast array of contemporary works on offer, Will Cotton, a self-proclaimed regular at NYAA
events, had his eye on modern illustrations and old masters. “I have a bid on a great black and white
sketch of a hand right now from the 1700s and a Jean Philippe Delhomme—he’s my favorite artist as
of late.
As cocktails finished, Dan Colen, Brooke Shields, Padma Lakshmi, and Eileen Guggenheim made their
way into the main dining room for dinner, where Olivier Sarkozy and Mary-Kate Olsen caught up with
Saltz and shared a laugh with tablemate Bob Colacello.
“If there’s one thing to learn from Jerry Saltz it’s fearlessness,” declared Kratz. “And that’s what
makes him an incredible critic. He shows us we cannot make art with fear.” A lesson well learned.
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Tom Wolfe was not reporting on the Take Home a Nude auction, the New
York Academy of Art benefit that happened last night at Sotheby’s. He
was hosting it, alongside Jerry Saltz, the art critic for New York, which
also happened to publish perhaps Wolfe’s most famous work of journalism,
“Radical Chic,” documenting a party at Leonard Bernstein’s house in honor
of the Black Panthers. The gala at Sotheby’s and Bernstein’s party shared
some similarities in the hors d’oeuvres that Wolfe so meticulously described
in Radical Chic: “Do the Panthers like little Roquefort cheese morsels
wrapped in crushed nuts this way, and asparagus tips in mayonnaise dabs, and
meatballs petites au Coq Hardi[.]” But instead of militants in combat regalia,
there were socialites dressed in white, the author’s trademark color—the dress
code asked that attendees channel their inner Tom Wolfe.
Wolfe was indeed in his white suit, his outfit accentuated by a cane with a
the head of a fox as its handle.
“I haven’t gotten a chance to see all the work,” he said, standing among
150 paintings, sculptures and photographs depicting men and women in their birthday suits, all for sale in the silent
auction. “In fact, I was even looking for mine!”
Ah, that’s right—one of the works in the show is by Wolfe himself, taken from his trove of papers that were recently
unveiled, having been acquired by the New York Public Library last year. As it happened, his work was just around the
corner.
“Well, let’s go take a look!” he said, and hobbled over to the drawing. It was a pencil on paper drawing of a striking
woman, as viewed from behind, as she hitched herself onto a bicycle. As befitting the theme of the night, she was
wearing only the smallest undergarments.
“I drew it in 1978,” he said, as we looked at the work. “I don’t really remember the inspiration for it, but I know I was
very proud of it.”
Then he pointed to the area of the drawing where the woman’s generous backside sat atop the bicycle seat.
“It’s very three-dimensional!” he said.
“They are very big…tires,” I said.
Wolfe looked around at the photographs surrounding his work, which were of women in underwear slightly less
skimpy than those in his.
“I don’t know why they let these non-nudes into the show,” he said.
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Upon walking through the doublewide metal doors of Highline Studio
D in Chelsea last night, T heard
something unexpected drifting
through the industrial space: Seals
& Croft’s laid-back yacht-rock
anthem “Summer Breeze.” Once
inside, the hazy soundscape made
more sense, contextualized by
the surreal sight of a live drawing
session — complete with a D.J. and
snacks. Reminiscent of a Hollywood
set, three concentric rings of
artists stood, sat and lounged with
canvases, absorbed in the nude
vignettes posed before them. In the
center of it all, the artist Will Cotton, the evening’s magnanimous host and inspiration, stood before his own
easel sketching the lithe forms. An annual, not to say ritualistic event for Cotton, his Drawing Parties have
evolved into one of the New York Academy of Art’s most beloved regular fundraisers. A natural precursor to
NYAA’s splashy “Take Home a Nude” fundraising gala, the invite-only session challenges a group of artists
to revisit their art-school roots. “To me, this is so much better than calling up my friends and saying ‘Hey,
this is a great school,’” Cotton explained. “This way we give them something — and then, if they want to
donate, they can.”
Last night, artists like Alison Elizabeth Taylor, Ellen Altfest and Jon Kessler greeted one another warmly,
despite the inevitable sense of friendly competition that hung in the air. “I love it. It brings everyone
together, and you get to hear about what they are working on,” said Taylor, a veteran participant who
typically works in marquetry. “We all start with drawings, but then they take different directions.”
With guests and models dipping in and out all night, the five-hour session was broken into intervals; at
the central station, models struck a pose for 20 minutes each. During these recesses, artists mingled with
friends and former classmates as well as the models — some of whom, like the curator Clarissa Dalrymple
and the All-In magazine founder Benjamin Barron, posed for the first time on the behest of Cotton. “I adore
Mr. Cotton. If this is something that Will believes in, I’m there,” said the designer, actor and guest model
Waris Ahulwalia, who opted for a dramatic poncho and denim ensemble instead of his birthday suit — and
who had, he explained, a packed social schedule to attend to Monday evening. “I’m posing, and then I’m
going off to save the turtles,” he said. “I am happy to do my little part in the grand scheme.”
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Playboy may no longer have nudes, but on Thursday
night, Sotheby’s was full of them.
The art auction house was playing host to the New
York Academy of Art’s annual “Take Home a Nude”
auction and party. This year’s iteration, honoring
Tom Wolfe and the art critic Jerry Saltz, saw over 150
works of art up for auction, all of which adhered to
the “nude” theme. Well, almost all of them. “I guess
technically he’s nude,” said one optimistic guest,
surveying a painting of a buffalo.
Naomi Watts was veering more toward the traditional
“humans in no clothes” nude when it came to the
pieces she chose to bid on. “There’s a small picture of
a girl in her underwear and it’s got some nice, beachy
colors,” she said. “I love young, new artists. It’s nice
to get them when you can afford them.”
While there were certainly plenty of new artists, both
on the walls and in person, it was a pointillism-esque
Ryan McGinness piece scaling an entire wall of the
room that drew most attention from the likes of
Brooke Shields, Dustin Yellin, Gabby Karan De Felice
and a late-arriving Mary-Kate Olsen, with fiancé
Olivier Sarkozy in tow.

McGinness crafted the piece out of a series of black
dots, each of which included an image he had
Instagrammed every day for the past three years.
Perfect, considering that “Celebrating Instagram” was
the theme of the evening. “This was just something I
was making anyway,” McGinness said with a shrug.
So, does the painter consider Instagram to be an art
form? “It can be. But, it’s more commonly used as a
way to reproduce artwork. I don’t think that’s using it
to its fullest potential.”
Nearby, writer Glenn O’Brien was being mistaken for
banner honoree Wolfe. Chalk it up to another peril of
Instagram culture. “You are the second person who
has thought that tonight,” the confused writer said (to
be fair, he was wearing an all-white suit, a signature
of Wolfe’s.)
Wolfe himself was unmistakable, punctuating his allwhite ensemble with a wooden cane carved into the
likeness of a wolf’s head. He gravitated to a painting
of his own up for auction, as a posse of adoring fans
surrounded him — many in matching all-white, per
the event’s suggested dress code. “I’m sure they all
dressed this way by instinct,” he quipped. As for his
thoughts on Instagram? “I’m a little bit behind on my
personal media.”
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She has a myriad of jaw-dropping red
carpet moments under her belt.
But Naomi Watts, 47, left fans confused
on Thursday night with a translucent
white frock that revealed a hint of black
bra as she attended the Sotherby’s Take
Home a Nude art auction in New York.
Although it is unclear as to whether
Naomi intended for her bra to make
a foray into the limelight, when one
considers the fact that she was at an art
nudes auction, it’s possible that her outfit
was a very intentional nod to the theme.
With her trim pins and svelte waistline
on display, the blonde actress completed
her look with a box clutch bag and a pair
of heeled sandals.
Her makeup look was kept fresh and
elegant with a hint of peach blush and a
touch of pink lipstick.
The British-born Australian star and her American partner Liev Schreiber, 47, live
in New York with their children, but are often on the move thanks to their busy work
schedules.
Naomi is set to appear in a slew of silver screen roles next year, including the drama
Demolition and the psych-thriller Shut, both scheduled for release in 2016.
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